WELCOME TO
MEDALLION
Inside, you'll find
an overview of
our complete
offerings, plus
industry professional
recommendations
to help narrow down
selections. Discover
how Medallion
is handcrafted
specifically for you.
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HANDCRAFTED
FOR YOU.
For cabinetry that will last a lifetime, Medallion
offers the durable, American-made quality you
need with the handcrafted beauty you want—
something to fit every style, space, and budget.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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QUALITY YOU
CAN COUNT ON
Medallion believes that products sourced, built,
and finished in the USA are of the highest quality.
We take pride in keeping the domestic economy
and local business strong by building all our
cabinetry here in America's heartland. We hold our
products to the highest standards and back them
with a limited lifetime warranty.

TAILORED TO YOUR SPACE.
Make the most of your kitchen with factory-installed
modifications. Height, width, and depth adjustments to the
¼” give your cabinetry a custom look with no wasted space.
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BUILT FOR LIFE.

All backed by a lifetime limited warranty.

Wood glue and pocket
screws provide a strong
wall attachment
½" thick I-beams ensure a
square and true cabinet

Constructed of
USA made ½"
thick material:
USA-engineered
plywood or
furniture board
available

Full-extension,
easy access,
quiet-closing
guides

Fully-captured
drawer bottom

¾" thick
shelves

Quiet Close hinges

Simulated light
maple wood
grain interior

3½" high standard
drawers and
roll-out trays

Dovetail

MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY
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FIND YOUR
INSPIRATION
This is where the fun
begins — discovering
the styles that
perfectly fit your
home. Then, take
your ideas to a
Menards Team
Member to bring
your vision to life.

WE OFFER TWO
UNIQUE PLATFORMS:
DELUXE

Deluxe offers an expertly
selected collection of our most
popular door styles, finishes,
and select modifications.
PREMIUM

Premium gives you a world of
choices, including over 30 door
styles, specialty finish techniques
like glazing and distressing,
plus extensive modifications to
customize your cabinets.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY

Base cabinets and refrigeration surround in Everest EnduraTexture Granite;

EVEREST

Available in the
following additional colors:

Pebble

Granite

2
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Flint

River Rock

ENDURATEXTURE For high-traffic areas, our exclusive
textured thermofoil gives cabinetry nature-inspired
character with low-maintenance durability.

		

PREMIUM

This bright,
minimalist
kitchen puts a
sleek modern
twist on a
rustic look.

		

upper cabinets and island in Hawthorne Maple Irish Créme Classic.

HAWTHORNE
Available in cherry, hickory, maple
and oak in popular finishes including:

Maple White
Icing Classic

Cherry Pecan
Maple Natural
MedallionAtMenards.com

Hickory Natural

Oak Espresso

More than just beautiful— our premium, solventbased enamel paints are baked on, protecting the
wood from common chemicals, oils, and moisture.

> see page 46 for more finish options
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ROOM GALLERY

Cabinets in Baylor Cherry Pecan

BAYLOR
Available in cherry, maple, and oak
in many finish options including:

Maple Hazelnut

2
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Maple Natural

Maple Harbor
Mist Dry Brush

Cherry Smoke

Oak Onyx

> see page 46 for more finish options

PREMIUM

Build your kitchen around the technology and appliances
you want. Statement hardware and open storage give you
the opportunity to express your personal style.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY

Tall and base cabinets in Emerson Maple Amaretto; upper cabinets and island in Maple Castle Rock Sheer.

EMERSON
Available in cherry and maple
in many finish options including:

Cherry Natural Burnt Sienna
Glaze and Highlight
12

Maple Sea
Salt Classic

Maple Ginger
Snap

Cherry Smoke

Cherry Peppered
Appaloosa

> see page 46 for more finish options

PREMIUM

For a modern take on
Craftsman style, pair a
warm wood finish with a
cool gray stain.

Our base cabinets maximize usable space, so you have
plenty of room to store kitchen essentials. In this kitchen,
that allows for big, beautiful windows that let nature in.

Perimeter in Holloway straight-grain maple Natural and Sandalwood; island in straight-grain maple Natural.
MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY

Perimeter in Dover Maple Castle Rock Sheer; hood surround and island in Dover Oak Cottage White Sheer.

DOVER
Available in cherry, hickory, knotty
alder, maple, rustic maple and oak in
many finish options including:

Maple Sandalwood
14

Knotty Alder
Peppered
Appaloosa

Maple
Tumbleweed

Knotty Alder
Walnut

Maple Chai
Latte Classic

THE COASTAL COLLECTION’S
color-washed stains allow natural
wood grain to show through,
adding texture and character.

> see page 46 for more finish options

PREMIUM

Add an on-trend,
soft gray finish for
a twist on the classic
white kitchen.

Wood hoods give kitchens a touch of casual elegance.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY

Desk in Alcott Maple Islander Sheer; perimeter in Alcott White Icing Classic;

ALCOTT
Available in maple in popular
finishes including:

Maple Sandalwood
16

Maple Divinity
Classic

Maple Eagle Rock Sable
Glaze and Highlight

Maple Carriage
Black Classic

Maple Irish Créme
Classic

ADD CONTRAST AND DEPTH
by pairing two finishes in your
kitchen. Then, add pops of
color with furniture pieces
like the blue desk in Coastal
Collection's Islander Sheer.

> see page 46 for more finish options

PREMIUM

In this kitchen,
classic white and
calming blue
contrast with the
rustic Peppered
Appaloosa finish.

island and hood in Whitman Knotty Alder Peppered Appaloosa.

WHITMAN
Available in cherry, knotty alder
and maple in popular finishes
including:

Maple Harvest
Bronze Ebony
Glaze and Highlight

Maple Chestnut
MedallionAtMenards.com

Cherry Chestnut

Maple Castle
Rock Sheer

Cherry Brandywine

Distressed finishes are artfully applied by hand,
giving cabinets an aged or heirloom look.
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ROOM GALLERY

Perimeter cabinets in Dawson Knotty Alder Cappuccino; island in Wyndham Maple Smoke.

DAWSON

Knotty Alder
Natural

Knotty Alder
Hazelnut

AFFORDABLE
CUSTOM FEATURES
Easy custom modifications
take your cabinetry to the
next level. We used one here
to create the stacked cabinet
look around the hood for a
more balanced design.

Knotty Alder
Carriage Black

Knotty Alder
Amaretto

> see page 46 for more finish options

Available in knotty alder
in popular finishes including:

Knotty Alder Sandalwood
18

PREMIUM

Neutral shades
keep this kitchen
warm and simple.

A dual-height counter creates space for both cooking and doing homework.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY

Dawson Knotty Alder Cappuccino

Boot bench in Wyndham Maple Chai Latte Classic; foreground cabinets in Dawson Knotty Alder Cappuccino.
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PREMIUM

A warm entryway
with on-trend shiplap
and plenty of storage
welcomes you home.

WYNDHAM
Available in maple in
popular finishes including:

Maple Hazelnut

MedallionAtMenards.com

Maple Onyx

Maple Chestnut

Maple Oyster
Mocha Glaze and
Highlight

Maple Islander
Dry Brush

> see page 46 for more finish options

Easy lift doors and deep drawers give
everyone a place to stash their stuff.
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ROOM GALLERY

Cabinets in Vienna Maple Morel Raw Umber Glaze and Highlight.

VIENNA
Available in cherry and maple
in many finish options including:

Maple Tumbleweed
Burnt Sienna Glaze and Highlight
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Maple
Tumbleweed

Maple Macchiato
Classic

Cherry Rumberry

Cherry Amaretto

HAVE A FLAIR FOR
THE DRAMATIC?
Adding a glaze and highlight
to paint embellishes the
door style detail, creating
a patina for a stand-out look.

> see page 46 for more finish options

PREMIUM

Ornate traditional
cabinetry and detailed
decorative molding makes
for an elegant bath.

Thoughtfully designed zones leave plenty of room
to get ready and unique storage solutions provide
space for everything.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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species

ROOM GALLERY

Style



Finish

Cabinets in Sundance Hickory Natural; hood, mantel and open shelf
in Knotty Alder Carriage Black Ebony Glaze with Heirloom Distressing.

SUNDANCE
Available in hickory in many
finish options including:

Hickory Natural

24

Hickory
Tumbleweed

Hickory Amaretto

Hickory Smoke

Hickory Pecan

NATURALLY WILD
Hickory's bold patterns and
unique knotty texture add
authentic flair to your space.
The Sundance door style
features special rustic character
like open knots, worm holes and
natural blemishes.

> see page 46 for more finish options

PREMIUM

This one-of-a-kind
door style is both
traditionally rustic and
naturally warm.

Rich Carriage Black accents contrast beautifully
with Hickory Natural.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY

Cabinets in McKay Maple Divinity Classic with Chatham Prairie Mullion. 							

MCKAY

Available in cherry and maple in
popular finishes including:

Cherry Tumbleweed
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Maple White
Chocolate Classic

Maple Seagrass
Dry Brush

Cherry Espresso

Cherry Brandywine

ACCESSORIZE
with mullion doors,
decorative glass inserts,
beaded paneling, and
details like turned legs
and corbels.

> see page 46 for more finish options

DELUXE

A bright and clean
white kitchen is the
perfect canvas for
beautiful details and
unique accents.

Text from Whitney - talking bout
this door style and kitchen style
and

Custom drawer dividers fit perfectly to maximize
drawer space, and deep roll-out trays make pantry
organization a breeze.

Kitchen shown with five-piece drawer modification.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY

Cabinets in Provence Thermofoil White.

PROVENCE

Available in knotty alder,
maple, oak and thermofoil in
popular finishes including:

Maple Tumbleweed
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Maple Onyx

Maple Divinity Classic

Oak Cottage
White Sheer

Oak Harbor Mist
Dry Brush

BEYOND THE KITCHEN
Cabinetry isn't just for
the kitchen! Conceal
essentials behind crisp
white beaded doors.

> see page 46 for more finish options

DELUXE

MedallionAtMenards.com
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ROOM GALLERY

Perimeter in Chatham Knotty Alder Natural;
island and decorative molding in Chestnut.

CHATHAM
Available in cherry, hickory, knotty alder, maple and
oak in many finish options including:

Knotty Alder Natural

30

Maple White
Icing Classic

Hickory Natural

Maple
Ginger Snap

Knotty Alder
Sandalwood

DELUXE

Natural, warm
wood tones in
knotty alder
shine in this
simple kitchen.

> see page 46 for more finish options

MedallionAtMenards.com

Chatham Hickory Tumbleweed
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ROOM GALLERY

Upper cabinets in Bryson Hickory Pecan; base cabinets in Salem Hickory Pecan.

BRYSON AND SALEM
Clean-lined Salem doors on the base cabinets
complement Bryson's arched doors above.
Both are available in cherry, hickory, knotty alder,
and maple in popular finishes including:

Knotty Alder Sandalwood
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Knotty Alder Sandalwood

Cherry Chestnut

Maple Hazelnut

Cherry Pecan

Hickory Tumbleweed

> see page 46 for more finish options

DELUXE

Textured woods like
hickory with a warm
stain like Pecan
showcase the beautiful
natural characteristics
of the grain.

Cherry Chestnut, Art Glass E door

ACCENT DOORS
Decorative zinc glass
inserts and mullion
doors highlight Bryson’s
gentle arches with
understated elegance.

MedallionAtMenards.com

Cabinets in Bryson and Salem Cherry Chestnut.
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DOOR GALLERY

PREMIUM DOOR STYLES
RAISED PANEL DOORS >

Whether your preferences are casual,
traditional or modern, Medallion has
a door style to match your personal
taste. Door styles are grouped into
five categories of distinctive design
variations based on panel construction:
Raised, Flat, Reversed Raised, Beaded
and Specialty.

ALPINE

AMARILLO

Available in knotty alder

Available in maple

RAISED PANEL DOORS >

34

VIENNA

VILLANOVA

PRENTICE

EDEN

Available in cherry
and maple

Available in cherry and maple

Available in cherry
and maple

Available in cherry,
maple and oak

PREMIUM

FAYETTE

DOVER

WHITMAN

ASHLAND

Available in cherry, hickory,
knotty alder, maple, rustic
maple and oak

Available in cherry, hickory,
knotty alder, maple, rustic
maple and oak

Available in cherry,
knotty alder and maple

Available in cherry,
maple and oak

FLAT PANEL DOORS >
MARSHFIELD

TOWNSEND

LA SALLE

WYNDHAM

Available in cherry, hickory,
knotty alder, maple and oak

Available in cherry, hickory,
maple and oak

Available in maple

Available in maple

MedallionAtMenards.com
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DOOR GALLERY
DOOR GALLERY

PREMIUM DOOR STYLES
FLAT PANEL DOORS >
ALCOTT

CAMDEN

OAK PARK

EMERSON

Available in maple

Available in cherry,
maple and oak

Available in quartersawn oak

Available in cherry
and maple

BEADED PANEL DOORS >

36

HARBORSIDE

CARDIFF

HENLEY

SUNDANCE

Available in cherry
and maple

Available in knotty alder
and maple

Available in hickory
and maple

Available in hickory

PREMIUM

REVERSE RAISED DOORS >
flat panel appearance

SAWYER

HAWTHORNE

RIVERTON

DAWSON

Available in cherry, hickory,
maple and oak

Available in quartersawn
oak (flat panel) and knotty
alder (reversed raised)

Available in knotty alder

Available in cherry, knotty
alder, maple, rustic maple
and oak

HOLLOWAY

QUINN

EVEREST

Available in straight-grain
cherry and straight-grain maple

Available in thermofoil
Available color:
Whitecap Gloss

Available in EnduraTexture
Available colors: Granite,
Flint, Pebble and River Rock

SPECIALTY PANEL DOORS >
BAYLOR
Available in cherry,
maple and oak

MedallionAtMenards.com
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DOOR GALLERY

DELUXE DOOR STYLES
RAISED PANEL DOORS >

Deluxe selections are expertly chosen
for their popularity and versatile style.
Door styles are grouped into four
categories of distinctive design
variations based on panel construction:
Raised, Beaded, Flat, and Specialty.

BRISTOL

SALEM

Available in knotty alder,
cherry, maple and oak

Available in cherry, hickory,
knotty alder and maple

FLAT PANEL DOORS >
CENTENNIAL

CHATHAM

LOWELL

MCKAY

Available in maple and oak

Available in cherry, hickory,
knotty alder, maple and oak

Available in cherry and maple

Available in cherry and maple

fpo
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DELUXE

BEADED >
BRYSON

MONTICELLO

VERMILLION

PROVENCE

Available in cherry, hickory,
knotty alder and maple

Available in cherry, maple
and oak

Available in oak

Available in knotty alder,
maple, oak and thermofoil

fpo
fpo

SPECIALTY PANEL DOORS >
KEATON

AFTON

SOLOMON

Available in maple and oak

Available in thermofoil

Available in cherry, hickory,
maple and oak

MedallionAtMenards.com
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DOOR GALLERY

TEXTURED GLASS

Vertical Reeded

Narrow Vertical
Reeded*

Horizontal Reeded*

Narrow Horizontal
Reeded*

Cross Reeded*

Broad Stripe*

Seedy

Matrix*

DECORATIVE DOORS

Clear glass

Clear Beveled Glass

Art Glass "B"

Art Glass "D"

Art Glass "E"

Art glass style "B" in Alcott maple
White Icing Classic
Art Glass "F"

*Not available in Deluxe.
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Traditional

Traditional Mitered

Traditional Thermofoil

Prairie

MIRRORS

Rain*

Glacier*

Mission Wood*

Water

Mission Glass*

Frosted

Standard*

Eclipse*

Epic*

Patina*

Chi*

Gunmetal*

Canterbury*

BELLAGIO ALUMINUM DOORS

Polaris*

MedallionAtMenards.com

Transom*

Oil Rubbed Bronze*

Matte Aluminum*

Brushed Stainless Steel*
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
AND EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE.
The message center cabinet helps you keep
your family organized.

Easy-lift doors make space to store
frequently-used appliances.

Vertical lift-and-stay cabinets hold the door
open for you.

A hidden pull-out pantry offers
great storage for bulky items.

42

Adjustable drawer inserts allow you to
tailor drawer space to your needs.

Keep items neatly organized under the sink and carry them with you
when needed.

Adjustable peg drawer dividers keep
dishware tidy at a convenient height.

Careful shelf placement, roll-out trays, tray dividers, and door organizers
make this smart storage base the perfect solution for dishes and pantry
items. (Photo does not show tray divider).

Add an automated drive to a hidden
wastebasket cabinet for hands-free use.

MedallionAtMenards.com

Tiered drawers create a perfect place for pot and pan lids.
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

When considering the design of your
new space, don't sacrifice style for
function. Well-thought-out storage
solutions ensure your space works as
hard as you do.

Keep frequently used spices next
to the stove.

Store double the amount of flatware
with a tiered drawer divider.

Pull-out storage brings heavy pots and
pans directly to you.

Easily access cookie trays and
cooling racks with vertical
storage.
Keep the vanity organized with
individual compartments.
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Protect and organize your sink base with a sink mat
and built-in door organizers.

Store heavy items on a sturdy and
convenient lazy susan.

Get an unobstructed view of the contents of
the cabinet with a bi-fold lift.

MedallionAtMenards.com

Extra deep roll-out trays serve as a great pantry.
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FINISH TREATMENTS

STATE - OF - THE ART FINISHES
Each cabinet is carefully finished to maximize both
its beauty and durability. Stains, glazes, highlights, and
distressing are all applied by hand. And our exclusive,
specially formulated top-coat protects against
moisture and household chemicals and locks in rich,
vibrant color.

46

 Each cabinet is meticulously hand
sanded for a smooth, even finish.
 Stains are applied by hand to highlight
the natural beauty of the wood.

 Professional-grade varnishes include a
catalyzed conversion sealer that’s more durable
than lacquer to lock in a rich, vibrant color.
 Glazes and highlights are applied by hand,
enhancing the unique design, wood grain
and finish of each door.
 Top-coat adds a layer of depth and provides
additional protection from household cleaning
products and makes finishes more resistant to
yellowing and UV rays.

MedallionAtMenards.com
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FINISH TREATMENTS

STAINS are transparent and accent the natural beauty
and distinctive grain of your cabinets.

STAIN WITH HIGHLIGHT is achieved by accenting

burnt sienna or ebony? need

a stain with hand-brushed highlights. The brush strokes

help finding an asset with

are defined and included on profiles of doors and drawer

only highlight

not altered in this process.

fronts to enhance detail. The original base finish color is

STAIN WITH GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT feature an
accent glaze sprayed over the base stain and hand-rubbed to
create a patina. Hand-brushed highlights are added to define
door details. These attributes enhance the color, character
and details of the door for the impression of aged furniture.

COASTAL COLLECTION is inspired by the colors of the
coast. These color-washed stains allow the natural beauty and
characteristics of the wood to show through. Available in Sheer,
which is just the pigmented stain or Dry Brush with subtle
taupe dry-brush accent.
SHEER

DRY BRUSH

VINEYARD is a deep red finish accented by a black
brush glazed finish.

PEPPERED APPALOOSA Semi-transparent warm
gray stain with Legacy Distressing and a dark accent color.
Cowtailing and brushed accents enhance the depth
of the finish.



 Dents
 Softly sanded corners




 Knife splits
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 Glaze hang-up
 Worm holes





 Cowtailing
 Chisel marks

CLASSIC PAINT is a lustrous enamel finish which
provides solid coverage and a smooth satin sheen.

PAINT WITH HIGHLIGHT is achieved by accenting
an enamel base coat with hand-brushed highlights.
The brush strokes are defined and included on profiles
of doors and drawer fronts to enhance detail without
altering the original base finish color.

PAINT WITH GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT
is an enamel base coat accented with a hand-wiped glaze
and hand-brushed highlight to create a patina which
enhances both the color, character and detail of the door.

PAINT WITH GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT AND
HEIRLOOM DISTRESSING is an enamel base coat
accented with a hand-wiped glaze, hand-brushed
highlight, random distressing and sand through, which
creates the wear and patina of heirloom furniture.



DISTRESSING creates a subtly worn look with
Antique Distressing or a weather-beaten appearance



with Legacy Distressing.
 Dents



 Softly sanded corners
 Glaze hang-up




 Knife splits
 Worm holes



 Cowtailing





 Chisel marks




MedallionAtMenards.com
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FINISH TREATMENTS

Stains >

available on Maple and Rustic Maple

RUSTIC MAPLE *

Rustic Maple is a dense

hardwood with a smooth

Champagne*

Natural

Tumbleweed

Hazelnut

Chestnut

Rumberry*

Amaretto

Ginger Snap

Brandywine

Smoke*

Onyx †

Sandalwood

texture and closed grain pattern.
Color ranges from creamy
whites and light tans to almost
black in knotty areas, bark
pockets and mineral streaks.
Paint not available in Rustic Maple

Stain with Glaze and Highlight >

available on Maple and Rustic Maple in Premium only

Tumbleweed Burnt
Sienna

Sandalwood Burnt
Sienna

Hazelnut Burnt Sienna Harvest Bronze Ebony

Amaretto Ebony

Ginger Snap Ebony

Rumberry Ebony

Eagle Rock Sable †

Champagne
Burnt Sienna

Mineral
streaks

Open
knots

Closed
knots

Bark
Pocket

Worm
holes

Natural Burnt Sienna

Brandywine Ebony

Stain with Highlight >

Natural Burnt Sienna

† Not available on Rustic Maple.
* Not available in Deluxe.
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Maple
Vineyard

available on Maple in Deluxe only

Tumbleweed Burnt
Sienna

Specialty Finishes >

Smoke Ebony

Sandalwood Burnt
Sienna

Hazelnut Burnt Sienna

available on Maple and Rustic Maple

Maple Peppered
Appaloosa*

Coastal Collection >

available on Maple

DRY BRUSH >

MAPLE

Maple has a smooth texture and
tight, uniform grain patterns.
Cottage White

White Sand*

Castle Rock

Harbor Mist

Islander

Seagrass

Generally creamy white, it can
vary from bright white to light

SHEER >

pink or reddish brown. Maple
will amber as it ages.
White Sand*

Classic Paint >

Castle Rock

Harbor Mist

Islander

Seagrass

available on Maple

Sea Salt*

White Icing

Irish Créme

Macchiato

Chai Latte*

Divinity

White Chocolate

Frappe*

Earl Grey*

Saffron*

Sage*

Carriage Black*

Highlighted Paint >

Divinity Burnt
Sienna

available on Maple in Deluxe only

Mineral
Streaks

White Chocolate
Mocha

Paint with Glaze and Highlight >

Morel Raw Umber Oyster Mocha

Saffron Mocha

available on Maple in Premium only

Sage Mocha

Paint with Heirloom Distressing >

Morel Raw Umber Oyster Mocha

MedallionAtMenards.com

Saffron Mocha

Curly
Grain

Cayenne Sable

available on Maple in Premium only

Sage Mocha

Cayenne Sable

Carriage Black
Ebony

† Not available on Rustic Maple.
* Not available in Deluxe.
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FINISH TREATMENTS

Stains

KNOTTY ALDER

Knotty Alder has a very uniform
light brown color with a reddish

Natural

Tumbleweed

Sandalwood

Peppercorn*

Cappuccino*

Hazelnut

Rumberry*

Chestnut

Amaretto

Walnut

Smoke*

Onyx

tinge and a fairly straightgrained, uniform texture.
Knots, mineral streaks and
other variations are typical
and not considered defects.

Stain with Glaze and Highlight >

Checking

Open Knots

Pin Knots

Mineral
Streaks

Natural Burnt
Sienna

Tumbleweed Burnt Cappuccino Burnt
Sienna
Sienna

Peppercorn Ebony

Sandalwood Burnt
Sienna

Hazelnut Burnt
Sienna

Harvest Bronze
Ebony

Rumberry Ebony

Amaretto Ebony

Walnut Ebony

Smoke Ebony

Stain with Highlight >

Chestnut Ebony

available in Deluxe only

Closed
Knots
Natural Burnt Sienna

* Not available in Deluxe.
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available in Premium only

Tumbleweed
Burnt Sienna

Sandalwood Burnt Sienna

Hazelnut Burnt Sienna

Specialty Finishes

Paint with Heirloom
Distressing

Vineyard

Carriage Black Ebony*

Peppered Appaloosa*

Stains

CHERRY

Cherry has a smooth grain and a
Natural

Tumbleweed

Sandalwood

Peppercorn*

Cappuccino*

Pecan

color that varies from light pink
to dark brown. It will darken
or mellow with age. Mineral
streaks, pin knots and sap wood

Rumberry*

Amaretto

Smoke*

Onyx

Chestnut

Ginger Snap

Stain with Glaze and Highlight >

Espresso

Brandywine

are all natural and acceptable
characteristics.

available in Premium only

Natural
Burnt Sienna

Tumbleweed
Burnt Sienna

Sandalwood
Burnt Sienna

Peppercorn Ebony

Cappuccino Burnt
Sienna

Pecan Burnt Sienna

Harvest Bronze
Ebony

Eagle Rock Sable

Amaretto Ebony

Rumberry Ebony

Ginger Snap Ebony

Brandywine Ebony

Smoke Ebony

Pin Knots

Mineral
Streaks

Pitch
Pockets

Sap Wood

Stain with Highlight > available in Deluxe only

Natural Burnt Sienna

Tumbleweed
Burnt Sienna

Sandalwood Burnt Sienna Pecan Burnt Sienna

Specialty Finishes

Paint with Heirloom
Distressing

Vineyard

Carriage Black Ebony*

Peppered Appaloosa*

MedallionAtMenards.com

Burl

* Not available in Deluxe.
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FINISH TREATMENTS

Stains >

available on Oak and Quartersawn Oak

OAK

Oak has a varied, open grain
pattern. Colors range from light
tan and pink to medium dark

Champagne*

Natural

Tumbleweed

Sandalwood

Peppercorn*

Cappuccino*

Hazelnut

Pecan

Chestnut *†

Amaretto

Walnut

Rumberry*

Smoke*

Espresso‡

Onyx

red and brown. Oak may contain
small mineral streaks and some
pin knots.

printed as
maple rumberry last

Pin Knots

Close knit
Vertical Grain

Mineral
Streaks

Prominent
Arched Grain

Stain with Glaze and Highlight >

available on Oak and Quartersawn Oak in Premium only

Tumbleweed Burnt
Sienna

Peppercorn Ebony ‡

Cappuccino Burnt
Sienna ‡

Sandalwood Burnt
Sienna

Harvest Bronze Ebony ‡

Amaretto Ebony ‡

Rumberry Ebony ‡

Smoke Ebony

* Not available in Deluxe.
† Not available on Oak.
‡ Not available on Quartersawn Oak.
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Specialty
Finish >

Paint >

available on Oak and
Quartersawn Oak

available on Oak and
Quartersawn Oak

QUARTERSAWN
OAK *

Quartersawn Oak is quartered
and then cut at an angle to the
growth ring of the tree to expose

Carriage Black
Classic*

Vineyard

Carriage Black Ebony
Glaze & Highlight
Heirloom*

a beautiful aspect of the grain.
Color ranges from light tan and
pink to medium dark red and
brown. Quartersawn oak is a

Coastal Collection >

available on Oak and Quartersawn Oak

DRY BRUSH >

Cottage White
Dry Brush

White Sand Dry Brush*

Castle Rock Dry Brush

Harbor Mist Dry Brush

Islander Dry Brush

Seagrass Dry Brush

White Sand Sheer*

Castle Rock Sheer

dense, heavy wood that is very
strong and resists shock.

SHEER >

Cottage White Sheer

Flake
Harbor Mist Sheer

Islander Sheer

MedallionAtMenards.com

Seagrass Sheer
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FINISH TREATMENTS

Stains

HICKORY

Hickory has a bold grain pattern.
Color can vary dramatically
within a single piece of wood—

Champagne*

Natural

Tumbleweed

Sandalwood

Pecan

Rumberry*

Amaretto

Smoke*

from almost white to a deep,
dark brown. Burls, pin knots and
mineral streaks are typical and
are not considered defects.

Stain with Glaze and Highlight >

Tumbleweed
Burnt Sienna

Sandalwood Burnt
Sienna

available in Premium only

Amaretto Ebony

Rumberry Ebony

Smoke Ebony

Classic Paint

Pin Knots

Burl

Mineral
Streaks

Carriage Black
Classic*

Small
Sound Knots

*Not available in Deluxe
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Paint with Heirloom
Distressing

Carriage Black Ebony*

ENDURATEXTURE

EnduraTexture is a dimensional
engineered material fused
to a hardboard core through
a heating process, creating
River Rock*

Granite*

Pebble*

Flint*

real texture you can feel and
see. It emulates the tones and
character found naturally in
time-worn woods.

THERMOFOIL

Thermofoil styles are made with
a durable PVC overlay, which
is fused with heat to natural
wood fiberboard. The result is a
White

Whitecap Gloss*

surface that has superior stain
and scratch resistance and
is super easy to clean.
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FURNITURE ACCENTS

Bristol Maple Cottage White Dry Brush curio cabinet

Lowell Maple Ginger Snap Ebony
Highlight hutch

Alcott Maple Islander Sheer desk
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Riverton Knotty Alder Hazelnut wetbar with Maple Carriage
Black Heirloom accents

Responsible
manufacturing—
for you and for
the environment
We believe in the skill of American
workers and the high quality of
American materials—that’s why we build
all our cabinets by hand here in the
Midwest. Medallion products are built to
last with the durable, reliable strength
you need and the timeless beauty
you want—all backed by a lifetime
warranty. We’re proud to support local
businesses and the domestic economy
by sourcing our wood products from

Medallion may help your building or
project achieve LEED certification by
contributing toward credits in two
areas: Materials and Resources and
Regional Materials.

sustainably managed forests here in
the USA, ensuring that more than just
our cabinets last. From the forest to
the factory to your home, Medallion
cabinets are handcrafted for you.

MedallionAtMenards.com

Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers
Association Environmental
Stewardship Program. All Products
Impact the Environment. For ESP
Program Criteria, Visit kcma.org
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To see even more door style options and finishes,
visit MedallionAtMenards.com.

ON THE COVER:
Dawson Knotty Alder Cappuccino

A Menards Team Member will help you further in your
selections. Ask for a no-obligation design, floor plan and
3D rendering to help create your project.
Facebook “f” Logo

CMYK / .eps

Facebook “f” Logo

CMYK / .eps

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
Styles and product availability may vary slightly from those shown in this
catalog due to material availability and/or improvements to our designs.
Specifications are subject to change without notice. Check with your sales
associate for product specifications before planning your kitchen.
PRINTING LIMITATIONS
Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as
accurately as print and web technologies permit. To ensure highest
satisfaction, we suggest you view an actual sample for best color, wood
grain and finish representation.

© 2019 Medallion Cabinetry
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